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ABSTRACT

The U.S NRC's hardware oriented engineering research program for plant aging and
degradation monitoring has achieved results in the area of electrical, control, and instrumentation (ECI)
components used in nuclear power plants (NPPs). The principal goals of the program, known as the
Nuclear Power Plant Aging Research (NPAR) Program, are to understand the effects of age-related
degradation in NPPs and how to manage and mitigate them effectively. This paper describes how these
goals have been achieved for key ECI components used in the safety systems of NPPs. The status of
relevant on-going and planned research projects is also provided.

INTRODUCTION

The application of ECI components in NPPs requires that they be extremely reliable throughout
the life of the plant. Studies of ECI components have revealed that degradation due to aging can
detrimentally affect their life, and their ability to operate under abnormal operating conditions.
Through the U.S. NRC's NPAR Program, degradation mechanisms and aging management techniques
are being or have been evaluated for bistables, switches, transmitters, inverters, I&C modules, and
isolation devices. In addition, the ECI components associated with systems such as the Emergency
Diesel Generators, Control Rod Drive Systems, and Emergency Core Cooling Systems have been
assessed for their aging significance. Ar evaluation of the operating experiences of these components
and systems, coupled with a determination of the materials of construction, operating and
environmental stresses, and failure modes, causes, and effects have provided the NRC with the
technical basis required to assure the continued safe operation of present reactors. An additional
benefit of our aging research program is the application of its lessons learned to the advanced reactors
program to assure the longevity of these proposed new designs.

Examples of the specific research results applicable to the objectives of this meeting are
provided in the paper. These results include a description of aging issues, as well as the recommended
solutions for managing aging. A> pointed out in this paper, degradation of certain subcomponents, such
as electrolytic capacitors, fuses, or power semiconductors can effect the operation of various ECI
equipment. Similarly, aging degradation associated with the mechanical properties of elastomers,
connectors, and fuse holders can also result in ECI failures. To a large degree, the detection and
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mitigation of this degradation is accomplished through a comprehensive maintenance program which
incorporates predictive and condition monitoring techniques, in addition to the testing and calibration
procedures typically associated with instrumentation and controls. Current maintenance practices
successfully employed by U.S. utilities are also summarized.

DISCUSSION

One of the initial tasks of the NPAR Program was to identify and prioritize components,
systems, and structures whose degradation due to aging would have risk significance. NUREG/CR-3385
and NUREG/CR-4144 provided risk-based inputs to the selection process, and were instrumental in
establishing various electrical and instrumentation and controls (ECI) components as topics for study
in the NPAR Program. The importance of ECI components such as transmitters, switches, batteries,
inverters, circuit breakers, and relays to the successful operation of safety systems was clearly identified
in these evaluations. Based on these early studies, work which focussed on the aging susceptibility of
these components was completed in many of these areas. Table 1 identifies the reports related to ECI
which have been published or will be published shortly. NUREG-1377, Rev. 2 is a complete listing and
summary of all of the reports issued on plant aging through June 1991. The subsequent paragraphs
describe some of the important findings related to this work which should be of interest to ECI
designers, operators, and maintainers.

I&C Power Sources

In a nuclear power plant, power conditioning equipment such as battery chargers and inverters
are the sources of power for the instrumentation buses, namely the vital ac bus (typically 120 Vac)
and the essential dc bus (typically 125 Vdc). A high reliability for these components is important to
assure that instrumentation and controls needed for the safe operation of the plant are available. An
assessment of the operating experience, materials of construction, and application of battery chargers
and inverters revealed that a large percentage of inverter failures are due to hardware. NUREG/CR-
4564 reported that components such as electrolytic capacitors, thyristors, and fuses are susceptible to
aging and that their failure directly resulted in an outage of the inverter, and in many cases, a plant
transient including a reactor scram. As illustrated in Figure 1, the analysis of the operating experience
indicates that overheating, electrical transients, and errors by plant personnel are the leading causes of
inverter failures.
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Figure 1 Percent of Failures (LERs 1984-1986)



Further study performed on inverters, including testing of a naturally aged inverter from the
decommissioned Shippingport facility and completion of a comprehensive survey of U.S. utilities,
revealed that means exist for detecting and mitigating the effects of aging on inverters. For example,
the following improvements in the design have been demonstrated by some U.S. utilities to be effective
means for managing inverter aging:

1. Installing forced air cooling rather than natural convection cooling tends to reduce the cabinet
temperature, and protect those components vulnerable to overheating.

2. The introduction of higher voltage and temperature rated components, especially capacitors and
semiconductors, makes these components less sensitive to operationally induced failures
(electrical transients).

3. The use of an automatic transfer switch, which senses an inverter failure and switches to a
backup power source, can be useful in mitigating the effects of an inverter failure.

Similarly, maintenance, inspection, and testing methods have been identified for use in
managing the aging of inverters in nuclear power plants. Recommendations from NUREG/CR-5051
in this area follow:

1. Since overheating is an important cause of stress, it is prudent to periodically monitor the
internal cabinet temperature.

2. Cleaning can also minimize the risk of overheating; the wiping of thyristor heat sinks and
ventilation flow paths improves the heat transfer away from temperature sensitive components.

3. Capacity testing is recommended, especially for standby inverters. This verifies that the inverter
can supply design loads, and permits inspection monitoring techniques to he applied at rated
load.

The same reports, NUREG/CRs-4564 and 5051, contain similar evaluations and
recommendations for battery chargers. In general, however, the failure of an inverter was more
dramatic than a battery charger failure since the battery immediately picks up the dc loads, thereby
minimizing the immediate plant impact resulting from the loss of the charger. On the other hand,
degradation of the charger as indicated by an increased ac ripple on its output, could impair the
instrumentation and controls supplied from the dc bus. Many of the findings associated with the study
of battery charger and inverter aging apply to power supplies in general. Failures of electrolytic
capacitors used for filtering, and overheating of electronic components are two examples of pertinent
information related to ac and dc power sources used in instrumentation and controls.



Process Instrumentation

Research on aging has also been completed for process instrumentation used in nuclear power
plants. NUREG/CR-4257 describes the types of pressure transmitters commonly used in nuclear power
plants according to their application. The most common effects of the aging-related stresses on the
transmitters are calibration shifts. The specific stresses that most often affect these transmitters are:

• ambient temperature
• humidity
• radiation
• process medium pressure and temperature

Based on the evaluation of operating experience and the assessment of the materials used, it is
suggested that a combination of operability monitoring and condition monitoring be used to improve
the probability of successfully mitigating the aging process. To this end, it is pointed out that the
evaluation of calibration data alone will not ensure that the transmitter is capable of operating under
accident conditions. If, with time, steam or moisture penetrates the transmitter housing, the electronics
may become inaccurate and fail. Therefore, the integrity of the housing seal must also be evaluated
periodically to be able to predict continued performance capability.

A follow-up study on pressure sensors with an emphasis on the effects of aging on the
instrument's response time was reported in NUREG/CR-5383. Laboratory testing was performed on
the effects of various operating stresses on the dynamic response of pressure sensors. The significant
findings from this work were:

1. The exposure of transmitters to heat, humidity, and vibration resulted in an increase in response
time and a calibration shift, with the latter being the more pronounced problem.

2. Five effective methods are available for response time testing. Two of the methods (noise
analysis and power interrupt test) have the advantage of providing on-line measurement
capability at normal operating conditions.

A two phase study was also completed for temperature sensors, with the emphasis of the second
phase placed on resistance temperature detectors (RTDs). The work involved laboratory testing of 72
nuclear grade RTD elements representing several from each of four U.S. manufacturers. Thirty were
subjected to simulated reactor conditions which resulted in the failure of five and a calibration shift in
six others. Two failures occurred during thermal aging, one in humidity aging, and one in thermal
cycling. The remaining RTDs performed well during the aging tests, maintaining a drift band of 0.2
degrees C.

The results of the research showed that managing the aging of RTDs can be accomplished by
periodically verifying their accuracy and response time, combined with a strong program for minimizing
deficiencies due to design, fabrication, or installation. It was found that the average response time and
stability of nuclear grade RTDs is about twice as good as that of commercial grade RTDs.



The NPAR Program has continued to devote research efforts to proc.ss instrumentation. A
recent study which will be published shortly as NUREG/CR-5700 discusses the aging susceptibility of
six generic instrumentation modules: indicators, sensors, controllers, transmitters, annunciators, and
recorders. Selected conclusions, observations, or recommendations derived from this study include:

1. Consideration should be given to methods that would be helpful in reducing the incidence of
infant mortality, particularly for indicators and sensors, which dominate aging-related I&C
module malfunctions and failures.

2. I&C modules make a modest contribution to safety-significant events. For example, 17% of the
LERs issued during 1984-1988 dealt with malfunctions of the six I&C modules studied, of which
28% were aging related.

3. Systems that monitor voltages or waveforms internal to electronic devices may be useful in
predicting imminent circuit failure.

Electrical Devices

The NPAR Program has also addressed the aging of circuit breakers, relays, terminal blocks,
electrical penetrations, and solenoid valves. As indicated in Table 1, reports have been issued on these
devices in the same context as has been previously discussed for chargers, inverters, and I&C
components. That is, the operating experience is reviewed to determine the types of failures being
encountered; the failure mechanisms and modes are identified and evaluated; and the failure effects are
assessed to determine their safety significance. From this structured approach, an understanding of
aging is achieved, and the means to manage its effects are developed.

Examples of this include the following:

NUREG/CR-4715: Normally energized relays suffer from more rapid deterioration
than do deenergized relays. These failures were largely attributed to deterioration of
the coil, changes in dimensions of certain organic components, and changes in the
characteristics of timing diaphragms from thermal deterioration.

NUREG/CR-5534: Cables, connections, and electrical penetrations are highly reliable
devices under normal plant operating conditions with no evidence of significant
increases in failure rate with aging. Further testing is being conducted to evaluate the
effects of aging under postulated accident conditions.

NUREG/CR-4819: Operating experience shows that SOV malfunctions have been
caused both by electrical deterioration of the solenoid coil and its lead wires and by
mechanical, chemical, and radiation degradation of certain valve internal parts. Several
inspection activities have been identified as being useful in detecting and mitigating the
effects of aging.



Table 1 - NPAR Products Related to ECI

ECI Component

1. Battery Chargers and Inverters

2. Circuit Breakers and Relays

3. I&C Components

4. Reactor Protection System

5. Solenoid Operated Valves

6. Batteries

7. Bistables/Switches

8. Pressure Transmitters

9. Electrical Penetrations/Connectors,
Cabies

10. Pressure Sensors

11. RTDs/Temperature Sensors

Reports

NUREG/CR-4564 (Phase 1)
NUREG/CR-5051 (Phase 2)
NUREG/CR-5192 (Testing)

NUREG/CR-4715 (Phase 1)
NUREG/CR-5762 (Phase 2)

NUREG/CR-5700 (Phase 1)

NUREG/CR-4740 (Phase 1)

NUREG/CR-4819, Vols. 1 & 2 (Phase 1)
NUREG/CR-5141 (Phase 2)

NUREG/CR-4457 (Phase 1)
NUREG/CR-5448 (Seismic Testing)

NUREG/CR-4992 (Multi-stage switches
only)
NUREG/CR-DRAFT

NUREG/CR-4257, Vol. 2

NUREG/CR-5334 (Testing)
NUREG/CR-5461

NUREG/CR-5383

NUREG/CR-4928 (Phase 1)
NUREG/CR-5560 (Phase 2)

CONCLUSION

This paper has described the work that has been completed through the U.S. NRC's NPAR
Program for electrical, control, and instrumentation (ECI) used in nuciear power plants. Examples of
the specific research results applicable to this meeting have been provided, recognizing that each of the
studies associated with the various ECI components contains a large amount of information. The
results of this research, however, has indicated that the aging process is significant for ECI devices and
must be aggressively managed in nuclear power plants to maintain its required high reliability. Means
for detecting, monitoring, and mitigating the effects of aging are available and have been identified
through this research program.
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